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The Influence of Student's Affective Entry

on Instructor and 6)urse Evaluations

Research on student ratings o instruction has demonstrated that ratings

based on responses to objective items may be biased indicators of instructoy

and course quality. A general concern of instructors is that ratings are

greatly influence4 by conditions or circumstances that occur independent of

the classroom experience; influences that are often out of the control of

the instructor being evaluated. For example research has shoWn that student

ratings are influenced, often iri,complex ways, by class size, elective-required

,status of the course, expected grade and potential use of 61e ratings (Feldman,

1976,- 1978).

To date, most of the studies examining biasing influences on-student

ratings have examined the impact of course and student demographic factors

(Costin, Greenough.and Menge's, 1971; Centra and _Creech, 1976; Marsh, Note 1).

Few studies have inyestigated'biasing influences brought to a course in the

:T,iay of pre-course expectations or the affective entry'level of the students.

klranzin and Painter (1973) xamined the relationship between covrse zftings

and the static and dynami (.ereflecting change over time) attitudes of
#

the students as measured prior to the course and during the course, respectively.

These static and dynamic attitudes were regrsed on three_post-course ratings.

However, the dynamic inflfiences enalyzed.in their study were obtainellby
.4

subtracting pre-course measurements from corresponding post-course measurements.

As Ehermesh (1977) commentedp-"Their discussion and design overlooked marl), of

the statistical artifacts that plague 'change scores' such as regresgion

effects, floor and ceiling effects, and the veil known unreliability of such

*Fasures (p. 291)." Chermesh avoided.such methodological problems in his

study of student affect and course ratings. However; his two step catv_lals

!IN__analygis examinedlattitudinal assessments colleCted during the'middle and end

of the academic year, thys, ignoring the pre-course expectationfi, of the.students.

Chermesh" concluded thtit4rhis study could have been improved by the addition of

the pre-course measurement.

In another study, Painter and Granshin (1972) collected students'. grade

expectations on the first 'and last day of class to examine the strengthfof'

relationship between change in course evaluation and change in student perception
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of performance. They concluded, that "students who revise grade expectations

signfficantly more-often shifted their evaluation in the same direction

(p. 78)." Given these results the question could also be raised whether'

or not revis1onr of student attitude toward the instructor ald the course

are also associated with changes in course evaluations. Or, what i the
a .

effect of student,attitude change on objective rati4s of instruction

The intent of the study was to examine poasible biasing influences on

qudent ratings of instruction brought about by the pre-course expectations

of the students. The study first attempted to identify factors'which create

or affect the pre-course expectation of students.
. Student and course

demographic variables were analyzed as possible determiners of affective

entry. Second, aPiective entry data was compared to course and stUdent

demographic information in terms of-their'relative influence on student

eatings of instructidn. The question was addressed whether or not course

evaluations ar'e'more influenced by the expectations of the students than by

the background qf the' student or the circumstancea of the course.

Finally, the validity of objective student rating6 of instruction was

challenged through a comparison of rating bias due to,out-of-class factors.

(e.g., pre-course affect 'and demographic information) versus in-class factors

(e.g., attitude change due to instruction). Affective entry and exit data were

used tp asfless student attitude change and-to test the hypdthesis that valid

1
measures of instructional quality should be more inflenced by the instructional

process (in-class factors) than by pre-course student expectations or demographic

variables (out-of-class factors).

METHOD-

InStruMents

.Pre-course data was collected through.the administration of two instruments.

The first instrument was an "AffectiVe entry Level Scale" developed by Deaton,

Poggio and Glasnapp (Nofe 2). The self report Likert-iype scale assesses the .

expressed affect of students prior to ccIrse instruction (affective

The 48 item scale provides subscale scors on four affective entry dim-'.
t;ier4

Affective Entry, Assuredness, Career Relevance and Internal/External Co
r

Management (preference for student versus teacher centered courote). Sub'

re4ability coefficients (Cionbach's O'reported by the authors ranged fr

M\93 to .68. .1 4, ,t,.

4 4104x

n

6
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41 o administered was a demographic Iluestionnaire.- The questtonnairt

i011e ed information about the stuaents' grade level, sex, GPA an& school

progression (whether or not.the student went directly from high school.to f

coll ge). Also included on the questionnaire were questions about the

ele tivity of the course (wherein the' questionnaire was administered);

wh ther or not the course was in the studen's major or 'minor 'field,of.study;
4

th amount of preyourse "gossip"'heard about the:course; the degree to which
.11st dents "looked forward" to the course; exl)ected course grade; and students'

course.opinions (positive, no opinion or negative) about.the course aria

instructor.

Post Course information was collected through adminiatration.of the

I structor and Course Evaluation System (ICES) student rating_questionnaire

(0 fice of Intructional Resources, Note 3).:...ICES is a'gafeteria.-,type.
. ,\

Ir. -'._st dent rating sy dm which permits each insttuctor_to sele6t hii dr her own

ev luation items.' However, the first.three evaluation ihtemb on th4 questionnaire

ar the same for each instruc,or. "The:thX-ee items, global 1n contAnta are
, .

Ra e the course content, Rate the instructor, and Rate thelEourite in gen'eral.
,

Stu ents indicate their response on d.siN point pcaleanchpredvby.',!pooi" and
_1!<-"ex ellent." For purposes of the study,:only, resphses tofttle latt:er two

Iglobal items were analyzed. rn addition, students were 040 484d at/the
.P

end of the course to indicate their post-course ognions (positiy.e, no opinion,

or negative) aboutthehcourse and the.inxtructOt and.their eXpeAted srade in

the course.

Data Collection

Subjects were 553 students enrdlled
. .

large r4dwestern university.

lindergraduate level course's

day of instru6tion, prior to'any.ltnstrugtor

44sA

U

''..

in six fa1W781semes*ter courses
g,

:'Ancludedwere

ecbncimfEs,',4d

tbree

uca4liand psychology. On the first

duAte and three

at a

qie deom;:erna:shiscte::::n:::::
....

"471tutd:ntscomplete . the :effectiv eary'Scale and

i°'

g .
.....,;

were guaranteed respo Se 6onyMitY. Duhwitthe last wed of the,semester,

students were administer ed tle IM.questionnaire. Students'
. .

yre- and podt-course
ot.

o piovide 43 matched data Sets.data were ombine
-

\

e

/to
-

.

'

Ntt.

'(4 701'
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Data Analysis

PO identify faétors which create Or affect the pre-course expectations of
' students, Pearson productmoment correlations were computed between the student

and course demographic variables (e.g., GPA, sex, major/minor course) and the

affective entry.vsriables (e.g., subscale scores and pre-course opinions of

instructor and course). A second analysis compared,course and student
A

demographic information with affective entry dat'a in'terTs of their

relationships to student ratings of instruction. Step-wise multiple-
.

-regression analyses were conducted, employing-the .dourse and student

demdgraphic variables and afffctive entry data as predictors and student

responses to evaluation items--Rate the instructor and Rate the course in

general--as criteria.

Final analyses examined ratipg bias due to out-of-class factors

(e.g., pre-course affect and demographic inflarmation5 versus in-class

factors (e.k., attitude chenge due to instruction). Similar step-wise

multiple regression analyses as those previously cited were carried out with
the addition ofiattitude change predictor variebles. Attitude change variables

were,dummy coded variables created from discrepancies in students' Ore- encl.--

post-course opinionS. In total, tthree dummy coded Nariables were created for

each student attitude toward the course, the instructor and expected grade.

Mummy coded variables indyted whether or not a,student made a posi ive,

negative, or no shift from their initial,att'itude.

Differences in student ratings due ,to in-clas4 attitude change were further

investigated through computation of separate oneway analysis of variance
.

.stat1 tstics employing type of attitude shif (positive, egative and no change)

as independent variable an4 student responses o the fir't two global

evaluation items as dependent variables. Res tent F-ratios and Scheffé

post hoc statistics were tested at a .01 le 1 'of significance.

RESULTS

Relationship Between Demographic and Affective Entry Variables 41.

Correlation,coefficients between student'and course demographic variables.
1and affective entry variables are presented in Table 1. Due to.the rather large

,/
sample size many of the correlations wereivatistically significant (p < .01).

However, the size df only a few of the 'correlations are of "practical" significance.

L.)
a.
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The most,noticeabIe'relatioRships found between demographic and'affective entry

varialilep were due to the influences of grade expectations. Student§ 'who

expected.higher course grades than others deMonstrated more positive

affective entry, more confidence in their ability to perform in the course,

-greater expectations for the course and more positive pre-cpurse opinions

about the course and the instructor. -It was alsd evident that this same group

of students desired a student versus' teacher centered course.

Insert Table 1

Other sizeable relationships revealed that students found elective courses

and courses in their liaajor field of studST to be more career relevant. Students

in majbr field of study courses also reported greater expect§tions for.the course.

Upper level students (i.e., seniors and graduate students) reported higher

pre-course attiudes towarctthe instructor than did low6r level students. Also,

, the more gossip students reported hearing about the course prior to instruction,

the more positive were their affective entry and pre-course opinions about the

course and the instructor.

a

Relationship Between Demographic and Affective Variables and Student Ratings

Correlations between demographic and affective entry variabies and student '

ratingsof the instructor and the course are presented in Table 2. Overall, the

low correlations demonstrated'weak relationships between either 'demographic or

affective entry variables and student ratings. The affective entrr variables were,

however, slightly higher related to the student ratings that were the demographic

variables. Positive 'relationships were identified,between affective entry

subscale score§ and course ratings, and between pre-course opinions of.the

instructor and both instructor and course ratings. Greater student expeGtations 1

were also related to higher course ratings. The lo7 demographic variable

related.to both student ratings was grade level. 'Upper level students issignsd

higher instructor and course ratings than did lowerllevel students.

Ingert Table 2 .

The results of the'step-wise multiple regression analyses (Table 3)

suggested that the strengest of the demographic and affective entry predictprs

1 were as follows: (1) for course ratings: grade level, affective entry subscale
iT
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score, and pre-course opinion of fnstructor (R = .397, p <..05); (2) for

instructor ratings: grade level.and pre-course opinion,of Instructor

(R = .340, p < ,05). For both criterion variables the low multiple R value

reveals the weak predictive power of both demograPhic and affective entry

variables. The strongest (yet still weak1Npredictors of-course and instructor

ratings were ccTbinations of a single demograp c variablelwith one or two

affective entry variables.

Insert Table 3

Relationship Between Affective Shift Variably and Student Ratings

Correlations between affective shift variables (positive, negative,

no change in attitude toward the course, instructor and expected grade)and

student ratings Of the course and the instructor are presented in Table 2.

Affective shift variables revealed considerably higher correlations with student

ratings than did either demographic or affective entry variables. -Negative

shifts (pre- to post-course) in opinion about the course and instructor were

highly related to lower cour e and instructor ratings. 1Litv turn, positive

opinion shifts.coincided wi h higher course td instructor ratings, yet the

strength of the relationships were greater for students demonstrating negative

rather than positive shifts in opinions. Lower post-course than pre-course

grade expectations were alsO related to lower course and instructor ratings.

Increa'ses in student grade expectatiqns were unrelated to changes in student

ratings.

Results of the second set of step-wise multiple regression analyses

comparing in- and out-of-class factors as predictors of student ratings are

, presented in Table 4. The.strongest of ihe demographic, affective entry and

affective shift predictors were as follows: (1) for course ratings:

negative course opinion shift, negative instructor opinion shift, pre-course

opinion of courde, negative gryde expectation shift, grade level and

explectations (R = ,749, p < .05); (2) for insti-uctor ratings: negative

Anstructor opinion shift, grade level, positive instructor opinion shift,

pee-course opinion of instructor and negative course opinion shift (R a .831,

p < .05). W4.th the additi9n of the affective shift ariables as predictors of

studEnt ratings sizeable increases in'the previously 6mputed multiple 1 Values

were evident. In total, in-class factors such as the attitude cfiange variables
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were much stronger predictors of student ratings than were either demographic

or liffective entry vIriables. The strongest predictors of.courge and

inctructor ratings were negative (in-class) attitude changes tOward each

respective criterion.
c.

Insert 'fable, 4

The influence of negative affective shifts on student ratings is further

demonstrated through mean ratings.(Table 5) of students making positive,

negative or no affective shift in their opiaion of the-course, the instructor,

or their expetted course grade. For each triad of group means the 'negative

shift group mean
t

was significantly (p < .01) different from the other two

group means as determlnedby Scheff6 Post hoc statistics computed from

significant ANOVA results. The single exception is found for instructor

ratings and shifts in opifvf.on about the instructor, wherein all three

attitudinal groups differ significantlylfrom one another.

Insert Table 5
1/4

DISCUSSION

Studstnts brou'ght to the courses examined in the study 'expectations for

d opinions about the instructor apd,the course. These opinions and

expe ations (or levels of-. affective enry) were created or influenced by

several idtnt and course character4ts. 'Higher grade level students moTe

often reporte

. lower grade ivvel

osifive pre-ccurse opinions.about-°Eheir in3tructors than did

udents. Scudents expecting to do well in the course also

looked forward to the c rse. Elective courses or courses in the students'
.

maj9r field of study fended'N contain students with high courseexpectations
t t

due to the perceived career relevance of such courses. Also"tke more gossip

students heard about a course the more positive were-their pre-course opinions

'iof their instructorA. ,Student gossip (or recalled memories of gosSip) seemed

to be more positive than negative in nature.

With the çception of the lateer relationship the results are not very
. surprising, especially to instructors who compete for the privilege of teaching

.

electiveoupper level courses in the students' major field of study. The self-

selection process, f:Object nr..Lec Antert pnd career.gelevance are

often cited as contributors to,a high level of student motivation. (Doyle, 1975).
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While.the students appeared to possess pre-course opinions,,these

belieftl hail little influence on final cour'se or instructor ratings. The

low multiple correlations xomputed in the analysis of demographic and
4 r

affective entry variables as predfCtors of final course.ratings indicated

that only a smell portion of the post-course ratfng variance could be .

explained by the student's attitudes and expectations brought tO the course..,

Instead, student ratings were best predicted by students' pre- to pdst-course

changes in their opinions about the course and the instructor. Attitude

changes brought about by instruction (dependent on rather than indejendent
/ tof classroom activities) were the strongest predictors of tinal cour

evaluhtions. The multiple correlations computed,with the'addition,of

attitude change predictors were greatly increased for both ratings criteria:

course ratings (R = .38 to .75) and jnstructors ratings (R = .11/ to .83);

The regression equation for the prediction of course ratings also showed

the diversity of influences on "Course in General" ratings. Negatitie opinion

shifts toward the course, the instructor and the grade expected along with .

pre-course opinions of the course, student expectations and grade level were

all significant preddctors of course ratings. In contrast, significant

predictors of instructbr ratings centered more on instructor-only variables.

Negative and positive opinion shifts of the instructor and pre-course opinions

of the instructor were three_of the fiye significant instructor rating

predictors. Students seem to consider a wider range of factors when rating

an-entire, course rather than just the instructor.

In terMs of student attitude change during the course, negative rather thhn

positive shifts in course, instructor and expected grade opinions were

significantly related to lower course,and instructor ratings. Only for

instr6ctor ratings were significant mean rating differences observed between

individuals making positive and negative attitude Shifts. It seems apparent

that actions warranting nrgative shifts in attitude have a greater impact on

students' evaluations thawdo actions producing positive or no attitude change.

Results seem to warn against a ceiling effect for expectatione, or the 10rob1ems

of having stu bring to class pre-course opinions that are too high for the

instructor to mafntain or to improve upon during the course. Positive instructor

rertations May be as burdensome as they are complimentarY.
/
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EDUCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE'

Student ratings of instruction were influenced more by in-class

(attitude change pre- to post-course) rather than out-of-class (student/

course demographic and affective entry) variables. The greater influence

of factors'dependent on rather than indeperfdent of the classroom experidnce

lends.support to the validity of student.ratings for admi.nistrative decisions

in many of todays colleges and universities. Faculty support and confidende

.in these rating systems is a critical component of the evaluatiOn process.

- -To date, facurty support has not been easily, if at all, achieved (McMartin

ant Rich, 19.791 Rich, 1976). While the study needs to be replicated in other

}

courses and institution$, ,Ephe lesults can be used to addtiess faculty concerns

about biasing influences on student ratift.40. beyond their directc4control

(i.e., student grade level, GPA: electivity of the' 'codi-se). Results suggest

that faculty'are in greater control of student evaluations than are the

pre-course opinions of the students or the demographic characteristics of

the students and the course,.

14
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pemographic
Variables

,

Correlations Between Student and Course.DemogrAphic Variables and AffectiVe Entry Variables (W553)-

- -\

Tably 1

Affective Entry' Variables
.

Subscales
F

_____
, .1

Pre-Course Pre-CourseAffective Assuredness Career Internal/External Opinion of Opinion ofStudent: 'Entry Relevance Course Management Instructor Course Evectations
1

.
C.P.A. .09 .15* .:-.02

. Grade Level .07 .02 .09
..

;

Sex .10*
, .

-.11* -.11*

c- Progression '-:07 -.03 -.11*

Grade Expectations. .30* .39* : .14*

Course:

....,

Majoi/Minor
.

.12* .03 .40*

Elegtive/Required. -.06 -.13* .27*

Amount of Pre-Course s4

Gossip Heard .18*
. .09. .10*

.17* .16*

-.01 -.17*

'-.11* .07

,

-.03 -.11*

..

.22* .13*

.02

- ,

.01.

-.07 -.0

.03 .09

.10 .12*

.bo .05

.

=.04' -.06

.24* .27*

.,

.09 .16*

-.11* .-.03

1

.08 .24* .18* . .14*

1
Based on responses (Strongly Agree, Agree, etc.) to: "I am really looking forward to,this course."

p < .01
40-11*,

1 6
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Tab102

.Correlations Between DeMographic, Affective Entry, and Affective,
4

Shift Variables and Student Ratings of the Instructor and the Course (n..435)

'
.

-13
.1.4131MNIEWILL-11.IIIALt!: e. 0

G.P.A.
,.

.,

Grade Level

Sex
_

Progression
,

Major/Minor

Amount of Pre-Course Gossip Heard

. Student Ratings

-Rate the Instructor Rate thp Course
....

k
-.12*

-.20*

.07

.12*

.13*,

-.02

.

.10

.09

.06
.

.04

-.08
Expected Grade

,
.05 .11

Affective Entry Variables:

,

Affective Entry
.13* .27*

Assuredness
'.00' .10

Career Relevance
, .04 .04t Internal/External Couse Management. .12* .09

Pre-Course Opinion of Instructor .22* .24*
Pre-Course OPinion of Course

.03
Expectations -

'.04

..13*

.19*
,-.

Affective Shift (Pre- to PRst-Course) .

,Jt
4,

Positive Change
.16*Opinion of ,

No ChangeCourse

Negative Change

/

.23*

-47*

..15*

, .37*
_-

Positive Change 49*
.28*'Opinion of

No ChangeInstructor .13, .17
Negative Change -.75*

1

Positive Change. -.02 .01Expected
Grade NO Change

.20* .24*
Negative Change -.18* -.25*

P .01

1



Table 3
A

,Step-Wdse Regression Analysis with- Demographlx and

Affecive Entry Predictors ant1 Student Rating4:Criteria

,

rTriterion =tourse Ratings
Predittor -Beta Weight

. t of Beta Weight

GracCe level \' .237

APective entry subsea e score

Pre-course opinion of instroto* -.118

= .

(N = 334) R R2 144:379** ".

4.49**

4:09**

2.11*

Predictor

Gradv level

Crite444:n Instructor Ratings
Beta i0KOlt t of Beta Weight

.251 4.10**

Pre-course opinion of instructor -.15$ 2.96**.

(N 334) R = .326** R
2
= .106



8,'

4;,

.

"IeA: .411,
V707'

..),t. 411'

Tabl.e 4

a

v.
Step41se Regre:asion Analyses with the Addition

'4. of Affective Shift Predictor Variables, 4

17)rectiAir-,

g -Negative ic-oll,rSe
v,

Negative

Pre:-*course o

Neghtive grade

Grade level

Expectat ions

opinion shift

tor n stiff t

tation s
°

334)

,
Pr ed ictor

. .

u, .749

Criterion Course Ratings
Beta Weii,,ht t of Be,t4,Weight

-.463

-.313

-.111

.121

-.118

10.95**

7.65**

2.39*

3.42**

3.15**

2. t
5

.R2 .562 .e

,Crfterlon =.Instructor Ratin
lAtta Weight. t of Beta Wei%v

1

-1

Negative-instructor oPinion shift 124,04**
.

Gradit level
2-89*.*

Positive instructor opinion
\\

shift

Pre-course,opinion of irtsructor

Negative course opinion shift
QP

(N 334) R .831

14) '
t N.,

,
b**43:49**47A

N,

%

A

8. , .,.-.30-4 4
''

I
7. 7.343**,-, ."

. _; 1 ,
A 6, S.

.r
R2 =.:690

*p < .05

**p < .01

4.

1 3



t
Table 5

Means and Standard De)fiationsof Student Ratings

by Affective Shift Categories
, 0

Student Raeings

'Affectiiie Shift

Rate the Course

. X SD

Rate the Instructor

X SD

Opinion of Instructor::

..

yositive shift (n..165) .4.84 .95 (n..165)- 5.35 .73

No shift /// (n=116) 4.78 .95 (n..118). 4.88* 1.07

Negative shift (n*150) 3.78* 1.31 (n..152) 3.39* 1.57;

Opinion of Course:
.1;

Positive shift (Tr-108) 4.72, .86 (n...108) 4.91 1.14

No shify."."

klegative shift

(n*174)

(n.,149)

4.93

3.71*

.84

1.37

(n-176)

(n=1*51)

4.96

3.78*

1.19,

1.62

Euected Grade':'
,

Higher post-course grade (nr. 43) 4.61 1.26 (n.. 43) 4.63 1.6fi

No shift (n*167) 4.76 1.06 (w.168) ,4.86 1.34

Lower post-course grade (n..221) 4.20* 1.2 (w.224) 4.27* 1.44

*Group mean 4s significantl different (p < .01) from the other two group ineans

within the triad based on Scheff6 post hoc statisti6i computed'from significant

ANOVA results.
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